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INTRODUCTION
Palma PT Fitness Retreat will take you away from the dulls of
everyday life and replenish your body, making you feel more you.
A week away in the beautiful sandy beaches of Algarve, up bright
and early each morning to combat a series of physical persuits,
eat well, relax in spa, and even enjoy a little bit of ‘me time’ can
only leave you feeling one way.
The bootcamp will transform your standard holiday into an
experience never to forget, with the primary focus on you and
your goals, theres nothing going to loss when guided along with
optimum training and nutrition throughout the week.
Palma PT Fitness Retreat aims to build an individuals confidence,
overall fitness, health and well-being, enabling you to feel proud of
your body and to give you a great insight into the world of fitness.

F I T C A M P R E T R E AT
The Palma PT Fitness Retreat has been carefully planned to provide
you with the best possible fitness experience as well as one simple
up front payment to include:
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Flights to Faro and back to England
7 nights all inclusive accommodation
2 x fitness consultations
6 days fitness training programme
Training on and around Vilamoura beach & coastline
Zumba, Metafit, Bokwa
Expert talks and Q&A nutrition sessions
Farewell Champagne
1 month online fitness support

Each fitness training day at Palma PT Fitness & Well-being Retreat
will include a varied range of activities, that will engage each
individual by its exciting and unique style of training. Water and juice
will be provided for all to ensure you stay on top of your game and
keep hydrated while exercising.
06:45

Wake up call

09:00

Battle March

13:00

Lunch at the Hotel

16:15

Shuttle Runs

07:00

Early Morning PT

11:15

Circuit Training on the Beach

14:15

Q & A session with Nutritionist

17:00

Stretch and Spa

08:00

Breakfast

12:15

Boxercise or Metafit

15:00

Battle PT

19:00

Dinner at the Hotel

ACCO M O DAT I O N
Dom Pedro Marina - Vilamoura, Algarve
Facing the Atlantic Ocean and Vilamoura Yatch
Marina, this snug 4 star hotel offers guests the
guarantee of true Portuguese hospitality and
cuisine, along with Algarve’s sunshine and unspoilt
beaches. Located just 200 metres
from the cosmopolitan Vilamoura marina and
resort centre, there’s more to look forward to
than just training. Expect amazing sunset
displays with balcony views overlooking
the coastline and highs of 30°C.
The hotel features a beach bar and sunloungers
area, dedicated exclusively to Dom Pedro guests,
in conjunction with a; bar/lounge area, business
centre, restaurant, daily room service, suites and
spa facilities which include; heated indoor pool
and outdoor swimming pools, sauna, steam room,
jacuzzi, gym and outdoor tennis court. You’ll have
the choice to stay in a shared ensuite twin room or
have your own double ensuite room - the decision
lays with you.

Vilamoura, Algarve - the largest luxury
resort in Europe and one of the most
prestigious in Portugal!
Although Vilamoura has fairly moved on from
the traditional Algarve it fails not to accommodate
everyone’s needs in one way or another, offering a
diverse range of activites from specially designed
trails for hiking or cycling, to extravagant night
life. Some of the main features and attractions
of Vilamoura are without a doubt the Vilamoura
Marina, its world famous golf courses and casinos.
Vilamoura Marina situated no more that 200
metres from Dom Pedro Marina, in the centre
of Algarve which provides a huge range of bars,
restaurants and shops for all tastes and budgets.
Bragging its 1,000-berth capacity it attracts the
wealthy, yachtsmen, sportsmen and celebrities,
you name it!

MEALS & NUTRITION
Palma PT fitness Retreat requires excellent nutrition to ensure
you stay in top form. You will be guided through what to and
what not to eat, helping you to maximise and achieve your
fitness goals alongside an insight into how important nutrition
is for your healthy lifestyle.

You will not go hungry while being provided with delicious
mediterranean recipes from dusk to dawn. Palma PT Fitness
Retreat ensures your body stays fueled throughout breakfast, lunch,
dinner, alongside healthy bedtime snacks giving you that extra
boost for the next morning.

During the Palma PT Fitness Retreat, after learning about the
importance of a balanced diet, you will be supported in designing
and establishing a nutrition regime fit for you and your needs. Not
only will this be of benefit to your goals while on the Palma PT
Fitness Retreat but will also provide you with valuable knowledge so
that you can alter and switch up your diet in the future, to keep up
with your fitness progression.

Recipes will include fast and easy to prepare options made from
fresh produce with fish, meat and vegetarian options. We’ll even
include a range of healthy desserts and several popular Portuguese
inspired dishes all high in nutritional value.

W H AT T O B R I N G
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Shorts & t-shirt appropriate for training
Hat
Sun cream
Flip flops & approapriate footware
Swim ware
Any additional luggage you require

Don’t forget!

»»
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Passport
Travel insurance (reccomended as not included in package)
Europian health card

CO N TAC T & B O O K I N G
For pricing and booking information or any further information
please contact Gilberto via:
Mobile: 07864 988 425
Email: palmapt@live.co.uk
Website: palmapt.com
Please note that terms and conditions apply to applicants.

YOUR
COACH
Gilberto Da Palma, Personal
Trainer and Nutritional
Specialist
Gilberto will support and
guide you through a week of
intensive fitness and exercise
at Palma PT Fitness & Wellbeing Retreat. With years
of experience in the fitness
industry and a wealth of
knowledge when it comes
to nutrition, he provides a
truly remarkable approach to
exercise and strives to bring
out the best in each and every
individual he works with.

